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                                                       Preface 

 

Dear User: 

Thank  you for purchasing !Be sure to read this instruction manual carefully before 

use so that you can make full and correct use of your massager.Please keep this 

manual available for future reference after you have read it through. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

      

           This product does not belong to medical,please don’t use for disease treatment
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I  Theory 

 

     a. RF( Radio Frequency ) 

For detoxification, lymphatic drainage, improve blood circulation 

Electrical energy tends to follow the shortest distance between two electrodes. When 

electricity runs through living tissue the high energy flow generates heat as a 

characteristic of the electrical energy and the resistance to electricity by the living 

tissue. This is another feature of Dr. Arrivo that adapts electricity to be gentle on the 

skin. 

 

b.LED( Light Emitting Diode ) 

Adopt special strong pulse light filling technology, can be on the premise of no damage to 

normal skin tissue clearance face all kinds of pigment and vascular patches, at the same time 

stimulate collagen hyperplasia, restore skin elasticity, reduce wrinkles, reduce pore, make the 

ascent of the whole of the facial skin, regain health of youth.  

Red Light (415nm-450nm) 

Stimulate the production of collagen. Collagen is the essential protein 

used to repair damaged tissue and to replace old tissue. Best for fine lines,reduce pore size, 

swollen after surgery. 

 

 c. Bio Microcurrent 

Non-Surgical Bio Microcurrent is the application of small or very low voltage current 

for toning the muscles. It is a non-invasive cosmetic technique that aims at improving 

the muscle tone of the face and the neck, and thus diminish or prevent the signs of skin 

aging. In microcurrent treatment, weak electrical stimuli are sent to the facial muscles 

in order to relax them and increase blood circulation. This procedure is not only 

painless, but immensely effective for strengthening the facial muscles. In this procedure, 

muscles and tissues of the face and neck are electrically stimulated with the help of a 

device, which over a period of time tightens the muscles of the face.  

Microcurrent therapy  is less time-consuming than many other cosmetic procedures. 
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Moreover, the procedure requires no healing or recovery time, and it also does not 

cause any significant side effects, as compared to other cosmetic procedures and 

cosmetic surgery. 

 

II  Application 

a.Head: loss of hair and scalp, dry hair, hair kaicha, all kinds of headaches, sleepiness, 

depressed  

b.Facial: facial hypertrophy, wrinkles, pigmentation, spots, acne, blackhead, pore 

bulky,sagging skin  

c.Neck: wrinkles, sagging, obesity, pigmentation 

d.Breast: areola,strong ascending,asymmetry  

e.The waist & abdomen: fat and flabby  

f.Hip: tighten ,lifting 

g.Arm and leg:tightening ,shaping 

h.Body:Detoxification.   

 

III  Functions 

a.Benefits For Head 

-Improve the hair loss, dry hair, hair kaicha  

-Improve headaches 

-Improve sleep.  

 

b.Benefits For Face 

- Lifting Skin 

- Whitening Skin 

-Treatment of Acne Lesions 

- Lymphatic Drainage 

- Skin Rejuvenation 

- Skin Relaxation 
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c.Benefits For Neck 

-Remove wrinkle 

-lifting 

-thightening 

-remove spots 

d.Benefits For Breast & Hip  

-Lifting,tightening 

 

e.Benefits For Body ,Arm & Leg 

- Cellulite Treatment 

-Weight loss 

-Detoxification 

-Lymphatic Drainage 

-Skin Rejuvenation 

-Skin Relaxation 

 

IV  Specification 

a.Input Frequency:50-60Hz 

b.Voltage:100-240V 

c.Power Consumption:10W 

d.Output Frequency:90KHz 

 

V    Package Listing 

a.1 pc Main machine 

b.1 pc Power Adapter 

c.1 pc package box 
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VI    How To Use 

a.Before use 

Please connecting the power cord with the machine,and clean your skin 

b.Process 

(1).Please Press the "POWER" for 2 seconds to turn on/off the machine, You can 

change the power by  "LEVEL 1-4",1 is the lowest,and 4 is the strongest. 

Chose the "LED SEL” ,change the power by “LEVEL 1-4”, 1 is the lowest,and 4 is the 

strongest. 

 

Don't turn it the strongest at first,You can adjust it from down to up to find the 

comfortable Level. 

(2).Please put this device pressed to skin, but do not stay in the same place for too 

long,it need to move. 

 

VII  Operating Steps 

Once 2 to 3 days, 15 to 20 times a course of treatment  

a.The leg(front):10 minutes 

(1)From middle to two sides,it can active skin. 

                                                              

(2)From down to upper push, lift the skin. 

 

(3)From down to upper circling push. 
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b.The leg(behind):10 minutes 

(1)From down to upper push,lift the skin .                

 

 

 

 

(2)From down to upper circling push. 

 

c.The waist:10 minutes 

(1)From down to upper push,lift the skin. 

 

(2)From left to right push or from right to left .  

 

 

 

 

 

d.The arm:5 minutes 

(1)From down to upper push,lift the skin. 

 

(2) From down to upper circling push, Stimulate the production of collagen. 
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(3) Outward from the arm looped, promote the effect of light, whitening, tender skin . 

 

e.The hip: 5 minutes 

(1) From down to upper circling push, active the skin. 

 

 

 

 

(2) From the crotch to the middle push,lift the hip, make Better hip shape . 

 

 

(3)From  down to upper push, lift the hip stimulate the production of collagen. 

 

 

 

 

f.The waist:10 minutes 

(1)push it as the line,active the skin on waist. 
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(2) In the middle of the waist, circle push around your belly button. 

 

(3)From the waist of the lateral to the middle,Push it as pointed direction 

 

g.The face:10 minutes. 

Push it as the pointed direction. 

 - - - 

- - 

h. The neck: 5 minutes 

Push it as the pointed direction. 

-  

g.The head:10 minutes 
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-  

 

VIII  Forbidden Matter 

Please noticed that this item is not applied to people as following: 

a.People with heart disease or high blood pressure,or configured cardiac pacemaker 

b. Patients with acute inflammation,asthma,deep vein thrombosis,theyroncus,cancer 

c. Pregnant women 

d.People with hemorrhagic disease,trauma or who is bleeding 

e. Medical plastic parts,or parts with artificial in filling inside 

f. People with metal inside the body(include metallic tooth) 

g. Patient with skin inflammation or with edema 

h. People with an abnormal immune system 

i. Numb or insensitive to heat 

 

IX Daily Inspection And Maintenance  

a.If  the head stick to a cosmetics or dirty, please use soft cloth gently wipe dry;  

b.Please don't tie line or winding, otherwise might well contact ; 

c.Thinner, volatile oil will be damaged, please don't use;  

d.Please do not placed in the sunlight, dust, more humid place(It is not waterproof); 

e.Please put it out of reach of children . 
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